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Introduction

The rapid development of new digital and other technologies has spurred a transformation of economic activity across frontiers in the cyberspace. It has contributed to economic improvement of human lives, including in advancing the realization of human rights in many parts of the world. It has expanded the frontiers of human knowledge, science and social interactions in a way that brings deep implications for the political and social fabric of many countries. Human rights advocates have been able to effectively use those technologies to facilitate and expand their communication and action capacity. But while new digital technology may be helpful for the protection of human rights, it also carries real and potential negative impact on the enjoyment of human rights, prompting many in the human rights community to increase their scrutiny over the ways in which they are designed, developed and deployed.

Digital technology, which has as primary applications social media and the internet, in fact comprises a growing set of newly developing technologies that include artificial intelligence (AI), virtual reality, quantum computing and others. Artificial Intelligence is difficult to define with precision, but may be loosely described as a cluster of technologies and techniques, which include some forms of automation, machine learning, algorithmic decision making and neural network processing, based on machine and human input to generate processes and outcomes for decision making. The publication of a number of reports and studies, many in the context of the UN human rights system, has helped in the understanding of the human rights challenges faced by the growing use of digital technologies. However, because of the nature, novelty and ongoing development of technological innovation, the applicable human rights legal framework usually receives in comparison less attention than policy frameworks which do not incorporate a rights-based approach.

This briefing paper is aimed at contributing to the understanding of the international human rights legal framework applicable to the design, development and use of new digital technologies. Consolidating of this material into a single briefing paper will be a useful tool in advocacy efforts aimed at reforming legal and policy frameworks applicable to the design and application of such technologies in a human rights compliant way.

The first part contains an outline of the most salient human rights issues arising from the growing use of digital technologies as identified in public reports, mostly from the UN human rights system. The second part delineates the human rights law standards applicable in addressing the impacts of digital technologies, arising from the use of those technologies by both States and business enterprises. The paper ends with some policy recommendations.

1. Mapping digital technologies and their impact on human rights

The use of digital technologies touches virtually all aspects of life today. Although all internationally recognized human rights can potentially be impacted by the use of digital technologies, much of the public interest and scrutiny has tended to focus on the rights to freedom to expression and information, assembly and association, movement, and right to privacy, and non-discrimination and equal protection. Other human rights often
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Impacted include rights to fair trial and due process, including fundamental guarantees in criminal proceedings and the rights of the child and migrants.

In identifying impacts, it generally matters more the way a particular technology is shaped or designed than the way and purposes for which it is used so as to affect the legal status of a person and its ability to enjoy rights. However, the two elements are linked. Many times the manner in which a particular AI product is designed and its design itself will have a bear in the way it works. For instance, the design of algorithms for facial recognition technologies with racially biased data input will determine the technology to produce the same outcome when used.

Adverse human rights impacts from the use of digital technologies may arise from the conduct of State agents or private actors or be caused by both, many times jointly or in cooperation. State action alone is the source of negative impacts, some constituting violations of human rights, when adopting laws, policies or taking action purported to protect public order and safety, national security, public health, and the effectiveness of social policies.

Developments in digital technology have served to expand the capacity of many people to more fully exercise their rights to freedom of opinion, expression, assembly, association and political participation. Individuals are now able intensively to access and apply information and communication technologies (ICTs) to organize, coordinate, or hold assemblies online. Social media and live streaming platforms have extended the reach and options for freedom of assembly. Civil society have seen their activities facilitated by online services such as the creation of automated “chatbots” to provide legal aid to protesters facing arrest and the use of social media.3

Innovations have also expanded the possibilities of freedom of expression in a variety of forms. Various digital platforms such as Reddit, Wikipedia, YouTube have helped in the formation, expression and sharing of opinions. Facebook, Instagram and TikTok, have played an important role by creating more online space to share, like, comment, and post content on any subject users want.

There have also been some benefits in prevention and holding police and security officials accountable for ill-treatment and other misconduct, as in some countries they must use body cameras, rendering their conduct more transparent. Digital technology has had mixed record when it comes to the administration of justice, as it has in some ways facilitated profiling or short-circuited fair trial rights.4

While digital innovations open up or expand opportunities for many, they may also facilitate State repression and human rights violations. Artificial intelligence applications in facial recognition, digital identification and even hacking tools pose complex challenges to the rights to privacy, expression, association, assembly and political participation. These
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negative consequences come from the conduct of State authorities, powerful private actors such as businesses and sometimes from private-public partnerships. This has led the UN Special Rapporteur on rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and association to declare that “for many in civil society, the Internet is no longer a safe place, as they have become the growing targets of surveillance and online violence.”5 Often conducted by State agents, but facilitated by private internet service providers.

1.1. Risks and violations emanating from State conduct

States tend to justify their interference or adoption of restrictions on human rights to assembly and association, expression and information and privacy, by citing reasons of public security and safety. Laws criminalizing access to and use of digital tools usually are framed under the objective of fighting cybercrime, terrorism, misinformation and disinformation, and fake news, including in the context of the COVID 19 pandemic and other threats to public health and safety.6 Below, an illustrative list of the most common interfering or restrictive conduct carried out or authorized by state agents.

a) Network disruptions and shutdowns.

Internet shutdowns, whether comprehensive, partial, or the throttling (slowing down) of internet access carry particular severe human rights consequences. Such practices are often designed to “intentionally prevent or disrupt access to or dissemination of information online in violation of human rights law.”7 This includes blocking the online information regarding assemblies, shutdown of communication networks, and shutdown of the accounts of the activists and organizers. Many of these disruptions occur in the context of public protests.8 They jeopardize the ability of individuals to organize themselves and assemble, undermine the communication of those seeking to organize assemblies and reduce possibilities to gather large groups aiming at having a greater reach. Besides suppressing access to information, which is essential for the exercise of the rights to peaceful assembly, association, freedom of expression, and political participation, internet shutdowns and disruptions have broader human rights impacts. Shutdowns also have “severe effects on the ability to realize economic and social rights, given the number of essential activities and services they affect, including access to emergency services, health information, mobile banking, transportation and educational materials.”9

b) Surveillance using digital tools.

Technological innovations have increased the ability of State authorities to practice surveillance of online activities of individuals and hacking of their devices. They may monitor, for example, the planning and organization of protests and its participants, before

9 Ibid, para. 20.
they occur, by hacking the digital devices used by those seeking to gather. Digital technologies are also sometimes used to conduct surveillance during protests by using biometrics-based facial recognition and the interception of communications.

Surveillance software is sometimes integrated into links sent to protesters’ smartphones, who end up into downloading certain applications designed to infiltrate their contacts, chat messages, phone conversations, photos and videos shared on social media and communication platforms. In addition, some State authorities use hacked devices to create false social media accounts taking the identity of protest organizers while sharing false information. Further, the use of identity catcher to identify mobile phone users (through the International Mobile Subscriber Identity and the International Mobile Station Equipment Identifier devices) allow State’s authorities to identify individuals seeking to assemble while gaining direct access to the content of their calls, text messages and websites visited. Online surveillance technologies and interference have a significant impact on human rights and come frequently coupled with or lead to harassment and intimidation, creating fear of reprisals for organizing, participating in protests, or even expressing views.

The use of facial recognition technology may also serve to facilitate racial profiling and enhance discrimination against national, ethnic, religious or racial minorities, LGBTI persons, women or persons with disabilities, when profiling is based on ethnicity, race, national origin, gender, sexual orientation and gender identity or other targeted status grounds. Wrong live identification may also result in interventions within peaceful assemblies by security forces, imposing individuals the suffering of negative as well as unfair consequences.

c) Public surveillance and tracking in context of COVID pandemic.

During the COVID pandemic, expanded surveillance measures have allowed governments to have more access to personal information online, including location and medical data. In some countries, the mandatory use of contact tracing apps to keep track of individuals’ location records during the pandemic, may interfere with individuals’ rights to provide consent and withdraw it and constitute a violation of the right to privacy. The increased surveillance and tracking apps is purported to protect public health, but States seldom consider compliance with human rights law standards in the design and implementation of those measures.

d) Online education and child data privacy violation during pandemic. The pandemic has made online education and information sharing necessary, but the use of certain digital technology may violate privacy rights, including of children and strengthen power imbalances between children, parents, technology companies, and governments. Child
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10 See, e.g., Privacy International, A guide to police surveillance of your devices (29 June 2021), at: https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/4483/guide-police-surveillance-your-devices
14 Ibid., para. 47. See also Report of the UN High Commissioner on The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age, Op Cit note 4
16 Report of the Special Rapporteur on Managing Pandemics with Respect to the Right to Privacy, Ibid., paras. 16-20.
data privacy laws have been waived, under this circumstance, by several governments.17 Educational institutions have been found to collect and keep data about learning capacity, skills and performance of students or their parents without their consent and use the data in their work. Because education is compulsory, and during the pandemic mobility is restricted, the ability of students or parents to withdraw consent is limited.18 The main challenge here is to balance the influence of the pandemic, the reliance on online education, and emphasis on child privacy protection.

e) **Digital technology and automation in provision of State services.** As the Special Rapporteur on Contemporary forms of racial discrimination noted the growing use of digital technologies, including AI, may determine outcomes in services relating to employment, education, health care and criminal justice, with the risk of discrimination.19 The use of automation in the provision of certain public services has caused service disruptions in many countries. Artificial intelligence-based programmes may lead to automated decisions to recover non-existent or inaccurately calculated tax or social benefits debts. It may also lead to the wrong identification of certain persons and groups as potentially more dangerous and the taking of restraining decisions in judicial proceedings or in immigration decisions. For instance, the programmes used by law enforcement officials may have been designed with input that reflects high rates of criminal conduct in certain areas or groups, which may lead to those persons being automatically detected as more “dangerous” and so denied rights or benefits. Similarly, social security and unemployment benefits may be denied on the basis of wrong outcomes achieved by a programme designed with already biased data input. Decisions taken on these bases may violate rights to work, social security or guarantees in criminal proceedings.20

1.2. **Risks and violations emanating from conduct by businesses and other private actors.**

Private actors, especially business enterprises, also have a significant impact on the rights to freedom of opinion, expression, assembly, association, political participation and privacy. They include the dissemination of misinformation, disinformation, hate speech and threats and intimidation, as well as the intensive harvesting of data from users without their consent and as part of their business model.

a) **Misinformation, disinformation and “fake-news”.**

The widescale popularization of social media digital platforms, social messengers, and media online, has made possible the rapid and massive dissemination of opinions and information across frontiers to ever wider audiences. It has allowed too the proliferation of information that is false or inaccurate.21 The real or perceived neglect of the side of digital platforms to effectively moderate content circulated by users is also one of the causes for the proliferation of misinformation. Misinformation, disinformation and “fake news” cause severe impact on the ability of persons to access genuine information and

---

17 Ibid., para. 8
18 Ibid., paras. 9-10.
20 Report of the UN High Commissioner on The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age, paras 22-33.
21 False information (or misinformation): False or inaccurate information content, having or was deliberately created and disseminated to mislead people.
Disinformation: Information content or set of information content that is false or inaccurate, created with the deliberate intention to mislead people.
Fake news: Information content fabricated from scratch or extremely inaccurate published on the Internet and formatted to resemble news content legitimate general public.” Definitions proposed by the report Les lumières à l’Ere Numérique (2021), Report commissioned by the French Government.
form free opinions, and also undermine the exercise of other human rights, such as the right to health. In certain cases, severe forms of false information carry also hate speech and incitement to violence, entailing risks and violations of human rights. For instance, in Myanmar, starting around 2015, Facebook became to be widely used by military and other leaders to disseminate hate speech and calls to violence against the ethnic minority Rohingya, which is said to be linked to the commission of crimes against humanity against that group.

While it is important that internet companies, like States, apply international human rights standards to their content moderation so as to safeguard the rights to freedom of expression and related fundamental freedoms, certain forms of content moderation may infringe on those rights. But narrowly tailored limitations on the rights in form of carefully designed content moderation with robust safeguards can be an important means to protect other human rights.

Content moderation policies in digital platforms such as Facebook, Meta and YouTube where they exist, may not be fully consistent with international human rights standards and their effective implementation and monitoring appear to be weak or uneven. The implementation of content policies also raises issues of arbitrariness in content removal or account suspension as content moderation often rely on other users’ reports of violations of “community standards.” Finally, content moderation, or the lack of it, may also raise legal issues in terms of liability protections enjoyed by internet intermediaries and third parties.

b) Algorithm and artificial intelligence systems bias

One key characteristic of continuously evolving digital media and social platforms is their increasing reliance on algorithms and various applications of artificial intelligence. This reliance allows them to develop distinct functionalities that would otherwise be of limited scope and reach, and their operation requires low expenses for high returns. These algorithm systems operate for instance to gather (harvest) data from users of social media, digital news and sites, communications technology and similar systems to identify preferences, tastes and habits in terms of content and advertisement. Collected data are processed to offer targeted products to specific consumers. Sometimes data is sold or transferred to other entities that use them for other purposes, including political campaigning. Algorithms are designed to identify and disseminate content that may have
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popular uptake, but many times end up disseminating content that is violent, offensive, or discriminatory.  

“Algorithmic systems are also used to influence the findability, visibility and accessibility of the material – meaning what content people see, who they connect with and what groups they find.” Such systems may facilitate affiliation and identification of individuals with likeminded groups or persons but can also silence movements, prevent civil society groups from reaching a greater audience and reproduce bias and discrimination. There are important issues related to consent of users to allow their data to be used in this way in algorithm systems, but more generally their right to receive or impart information, including to find and access diversity of independent content, without fear or manipulation may be at stake. These rights are at risk when the content individuals are allowed or prompted to receive is determined by the social media algorithms.

There are also adverse consequences relating to privacy and security. The Special Rapporteur on freedom of assembly and association has highlighted that few digital platforms allow for the use of pseudonyms and impose a real name requirement, without securing encrypted communication.

Artificial intelligence based on algorithm systems that are poorly designed may also cause or contribute to discrimination based on various status. Such is the case of certain systems use in public security surveillance by the police and law enforcement officials that may result in racial profiling.

1.3. **Risks and violations emanating from collaboration of public-private actors.**

States and companies and their activities are often intertwined in public-private partnerships. Companies may create, transfer and service new technologies to States that then purchase and use them in ways not consistent with international human rights standards. In others cases, private digital companies implement or operate policies or orders from public authorities in contravention of human rights law and standards. This includes instances of computer interference, mobile device hacking, facial recognition, surveillance, content censorship, identification, tracking and partial or full network disruption at the behest of public authorities. While some of these practices were already known by the public, others have emerged or are amplified with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Issues of content moderation in respect of the internet also highlight the potential for digital platforms to knowingly contribute to the dissemination and amplifying of hate speech, defamation and incitement to violence, exacerbating their impact. This has occurred when politicians and military leaders propagate racial and ethnic violence in the
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28 Ibid., para 61. See also Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression on the use of encryption and anonymity in digital communications, United Nations Human Rights Council, UN Doc. A/HRC/29/32 (22 May 2015), para 47.


context of social and political confrontations in countries such as Myanmar, which has resulted in the commission of serious violations potentially amounting to crimes under international law.

2. Digital technologies and the international human rights framework

As seen above, digital technologies carry significant human rights risks and impacts, including actual violations or abuses of rights. In addition, these impacts are compounded by the lack of transparency in the process of design, development and deployment of algorithms and of public accountability for designers, developers and operators. There is also typically a lack of consultation or participation by rights holders in technology related processes. 32

The international human rights law framework applicable to the development and use of these technologies is not always understood by State legislators and policymakers and digital companies, and better knowledge may help to improve the likelihood of rights-compliant laws, policies and specific conduct by States and private actors alike. This section aims at providing an outline of key elements of the international human rights legal framework established in international law as evidenced also in international jurisprudence and practice of human rights authorities.

The human rights framework that applies offline necessarily applies online, in the digital world (or cyberspace). The UN General Assembly and its Human Rights Council have expressly recognized that "the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online”. 33 It follows that conduct that violates human rights offline must be recognized as a violation when occurring online. This carries with it the right to effective remedy and reparation both online and offline. 34 In addition, as such conduct is unlawful online, there must be accountability for the States and individuals that perpetrate it.

2.1. A human rights approach to digital technologies

This human rights framework rests on broad principles of accountability, transparency and equality and non-discrimination. 35 Accountability demands from actors in the digital sphere clear lines of responsibility and the provision of information to rights-holders and legitimate public authorities as well as the possibility for these to request information on the development and impacts on digital technologies. It requires also enhanced transparency not only to shareholders and internal stakeholders but to rights-holders and the public at

---

32 See e.g., ICJ, Dictating the Internet in Southeast Asia Report, Op. Cit. note 2, p. 117.
large on the design, development and deployment of algorithms and forms of artificial intelligence, which also must incorporate the principle of non-discrimination. 36

2.2. Non-discrimination and equality under the law

The enjoyment of human rights without discrimination on any status is a universal and general principle of law and is enshrined in all of the principal international human rights treaties. For instance, article 2 (1) of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) sets out an obligation to respect and ensure the Covenant rights “without discrimination of any kind,” while article 2(2) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) requires the State “to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any kind.”

Specific treaties, such as the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities contain detailed provisions regarding non-discriminatory protection of their target groups.

But the right to non-discrimination is not just confined to the non-discriminatory protection of human rights. Article 26 of the ICCPR, sets out a general obligation to equality before the law, equal protection of the law, and a non-discriminatory application of (any) law or any state conduct. In other words, it is a free-standing right to non-discrimination in respect of any State action or omission.

Human rights treaties provide for a non-exhaustive list of impermissible grounds of discrimination, which includes the catch-all “other status” to capture groups not explicitly listed. Contemporary developments in international law and standards have provided the identification of additional groups to which non-discrimination applies, so that such grounds clearly include, among others: race, colour, sexual orientation or gender identity, age, gender, religion, language political or other opinion, citizenship, nationality or migration status, national, social or ethnic origin, descent, health status, disability, property, socio-economic status, birth or other status. 37

Not all distinctions based on status are prohibited, but those which are not based on reasonable and objective criteria and have the effect of impairing the enjoyment of human rights will constitute impermissible and unlawful discrimination. 38 Distinctions based on reasonable and objective criteria are sometimes necessary to realize the objectives of human rights instruments. Therefore, special attention to the position and needs of individuals and groups with specific and special characteristics such as children, women, persons with disabilities, LGBTI persons, ethnic and religious minorities and indigenous people may be allowed. Non-discrimination also requires the consideration of those situations and needs that place people in positions of vulnerability.

The observance of non-discrimination is vital in relation to the design, development and use of digital technology and their embedded artificial intelligence. For instance,

36 Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on Impact of new technologies on the promotion and protection of human rights in the context of assemblies, including peaceful protests, Op Cit note 3, para. 17
37 UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 20: Non-discrimination in economic, social and cultural rights (art. 2, para. 2 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), UN Doc. E/C.12/GC/20 (July 2009), at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/4a60961f2.html.
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has recognized the risks of algorithm bias “when AI is used in decision-making in the context of law enforcement.” They may reproduce and reinforce biases that lead to discriminatory practices, chiefly because of the prevailing opacity on the design processes, criteria and data input: “discriminatory outcomes of algorithmic profiling can often be less obvious and more difficult to detect than those of human decisions”. Technologies such as facial recognition or algorithm systems used for law enforcement, predictive policing (based on historical data from crime in certain locations) or judicial processes, can lead to decisions that are discriminatory and bring with them serious consequences for the enjoyment of other rights.

But racial profiling by law enforcement is not the only discriminatory impact that AI bias can cause. Algorithm bias can also lead to unfavourable decisions and consequences in employment and conditions for employment, access to public services and private services too such as bank loans. Outputs generated by algorithm systems, when the system is fed with historical data reflecting disadvantage or unfavourable treatment on the basis of gender, age, race, ethnicity, nationality, and the other grounds identified above many times also lead to discriminatory decisions that reproduce discrimination on the basis of gender, age, origin or other status.

Beyond design and use of algorithms, equal protection and non-discrimination must be factored in laws and policies concerning access to internet, online entertainment, online public services and similar so that these are delivered on a non-discriminatory basis. When internet or online services relevant for human rights (such as health and education) are delivered with participation of businesses or other private actors, the State should impose minimum or universal service requirements. Online leisure, entertainment and education must be made available and accessible (in language and modality) to persons with disabilities, children, and linguistic minorities and indigenous groups.

When restrictions of rights guaranteed under international human rights treaties are allowed on certain narrowly defined grounds, they should comply with the relevant principles but also be designed and applied without discrimination based on any protected status.

2.3. States’ obligation to regulate for the protection of human rights

Although States generally enjoy some discretion as to the means of implementing their international law obligations internally, in many cases human rights treaties require the State to take protective measures in the form of legislation or regulation, in addition to setting up the necessary institutional machinery for safeguarding human rights. State obligations under human rights treaties are generally classified as obligations to respect and guarantee/ensure (protect and fulfil). Article 2 (2) of ICCPR requires states to “adopt such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized” in the Covenant. But legislative or regulatory measures are often necessary for states to take positive action to ensure/guarantee human rights. In General Comment

---


40 Ibid., paras 33-35.


43 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 18: Non-discrimination (10 November 1998). For instance, it would be a clear violation of the Covenant, if the right to freedom of movement (article 12) were to be restricted “by making distinctions of any kind, such as on the basis of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status” UN Human Rights Committee General Comment No.27: Article 12 on Freedom of Movement (2 November 1999), para 18.
31, the Human Rights Committee clarified that under the ICCPR, States must “adopt legislative, judicial, administrative, educative and other appropriate measures in order to fulfil their legal obligations.”

Under the ICESCR, the “Covenant norms must be recognized in appropriate ways within the domestic legal order, appropriate means of redress, or remedies, must be available to any aggrieved individual or group, and appropriate means of ensuring governmental accountability must be put in place.”

In the digital age, States not only have a negative obligation to abstain from unduly interfering with the rights of peaceful assembly and of association but also have a positive obligation to facilitate and ensure these rights in accordance with international human rights norms. Those obligations are set out in several international standards, including binding treaties including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Art. 20), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Art. 21-22) and can also be found in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (Art. 15).

and the UN General Assembly have stressed that States have the obligation to respect and fully protect these rights both online and offline, and called upon all States to “ensure that the same rights that individuals have offline, including the rights to freedom of expression, of peaceful assembly and of association, are also fully protected online, in accordance with human rights law.”

Legislative or regulatory action is especially important to discharge obligations to protect against conduct from third parties, including business enterprises, that violates or impairs the enjoyment of human rights guaranteed in human rights treaties.

2.4. The obligation to protect extraterritorially

Because the terrain of cyberspace knows no territorial boundaries, it is important to stress that the obligation to protect under international human rights law extends not only territorially, but extraterritorially. Activity in the digital world is by definition borderless, not limited by physical territorial boundaries, potentially reaching and accessible to all anywhere in the world. In addition, human rights are themselves universal and should be enjoyed by all persons, wherever they may be located.

In the digital sphere, persons are particularly vulnerable to human rights violations and abuses, because the capacity of States and private actors alike to interfere with the human rights is heightened in that they are not limited by physical constraints. This carries an

---

44 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 31 on The nature of the general legal obligation imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, UN. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 (26 May 2004) (Hereinafter General Comment No. 31), para 7.

45 UN Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 9 on Domestic Implementation of the Covenant (3 December 1998), para.2.


intensification of curtailment or censorship of freedom of expression and information, the spread of disinformation, the surveillance of communications and unauthorized collection of personal data and metadata.

As it stands, States already have obligations under international law to protect human rights extraterritorially, particularly where a State’s conduct impacts on the enjoyment of human rights by others outside the State’s territory. In addition, States have an obligation to engage in cooperation for the purposes of realizing and promoting rights across borders.

Extraterritorial obligations have been encapsulated in the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights\textsuperscript{52} and detailed in its legal commentary.\textsuperscript{53} These Principles are a synthesis of existing sources and authorities of international human rights law and, while focused explicitly on economic, social and cultural rights, are also broadly applicable to civil and political rights.

In respect of business enterprises and the State’s duty to protect, Maastricht principle 24 affirms that “States must take necessary measures to ensure that actors which they are in a position to regulate […] do not nullify or impair the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights. These include administrative, legislative, investigative, adjudicatory and other measures.” Principle 25 makes clear that States need to adopt these kinds of measures where:

a) the harm or threat of harm originates or occurs on its territory;

b) where the non-State actor has the nationality of the State concerned;

c) as regards business enterprises, where the corporation, or its parent or controlling company, has its centre of activity, is registered or domiciled, or has its main place of business or substantial business activities, in the State concerned;

d) where there is a reasonable link between the State concerned and the conduct it seeks to regulate, including where relevant aspects of a non-State actor’s activities are carried out in that State’s territory;

e) where any conduct impairing economic, social and cultural rights constitutes a violation of a peremptory norm of international law. Where such a violation also constitutes a crime under international law, States must exercise universal jurisdiction over those bearing responsibility or lawfully transfer them to an appropriate jurisdiction.”

Extraterritorial obligations are expressly or implicitly provided in UN human rights treaties, including in relation to businesses, and are well integrated into the jurisprudence of the UN treaty bodies.\textsuperscript{54}

In respect of the ICCPR, the UN Human Rights Committee has affirmed obligations of States under the ICCPR will require them to protect from abuses of rights committed by private persons or entities, including businesses, and that this obligation will extend extraterritorially where the persons are effectively within the power or control of the

\textsuperscript{52} Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (2013), at: https://www.etoconsortium.org/nc/en/main-navigation/library/maastricht-principles/?tx_drblob_pi1%5BdownloadUid%5D=23
\textsuperscript{54} General Comment No. 31, Op Cit note 44, paras. 8 and 10; UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No.24 on State Obligations under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the Context of Business Activities, UN Doc. E/C.12/GC/24 (2017); UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 16 on State Obligations regarding the Impact of the Business Sector on Children’s Rights, UN Doc. CRC/C/GC/16 (2013).
State. Article 2 paragraph 1 of the ICESCR provides an explicit basis for extraterritorial obligations, requiring “each State Party [...] to take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.” The CESCR has addressed the extraterritorial application rights in the context of business activities.

The CESCR has stressed that States’ obligations “(do) not stop at their territorial borders” and that State parties must “take the steps necessary to prevent human rights violations abroad by corporations domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction” whether they are “incorporated under their laws, or had their statutory seat, central administration or principal place of business on the national territory”. The Committee highlighted that a State party would be in breach of its obligations “where the violation reveals a failure by the State to take reasonable measures that could have prevented the occurrence of [a corporate abuse].” The CESCR affirmed that States’ extraterritorial obligations extend to activities of business entities that occur outside their territories over which they can exercise control, “especially in cases where the remedies available to victims before the domestic courts of the State where the harm occurs are unavailable or ineffective.”

Like the CESCR, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has addressed the issue in detail through a General Comment on State obligations regarding the impact of the business sector on rights protected under the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Committee highlighted that the Convention “does not limit a State’s jurisdiction to territory and there is an obligation to “protect the rights of children who may be beyond their territorial borders.” It reaffirmed States’ obligations to “respect, protect and fulfil children’s rights in the context of businesses’ extraterritorial activities and operations, provided that there is a reasonable link between the State and the conduct concerned.” The Committee said that States must “enable access to effective judicial and non-judicial mechanisms to provide remedy for children and their families whose rights have been violated by business enterprises extraterritorially.”

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women have made similar affirmations regarding the extraterritorial application of their respective Conventions.

2.5 Developments in State regulatory action of the cyberspace

In recent years, some States have been more proactive in taking regulatory and legislative action in respect of the conduct of internet companies. The EU is finalizing two pieces of
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legislation, the Digital Services Act (DSA) and the Artificial Intelligence Act, aimed at providing for more accountability and transparency in this area. The ICJ has commented on the drafts notably to highlight their deficits in terms of independent oversight of surveillance and facial recognition, the absence of full prohibition on the use of real time remote biometric identification systems, such as facial recognition with the risk of their use in ways that are not clearly defined by law and may not be strictly necessary and proportionate to a legitimate aim, and (the DSA) would give power to administrative authorities to block and request information from online providers based on an undefined category of “illegal content”.64

In relation to business enterprises generally, France adopted in 2017 a law on duty of vigilance65 and was followed in 2021 by Germany.66 The EU is currently working on its own Directive to impose due diligence obligations to all business enterprises, including technological ones, operating or based in the EU market space.67

China, a country which undertakes systematic surveillance of its population, has increased its regulatory activity in recent years. In addition to its Cybersecurity law of 2016, which lacks the most rudimentary human rights safeguards such as the protection of anonymity, a new Personal Information Protection Law, effective from November 2021, requires individuals’ information and consent for any personal data collection or storage and provides higher levels of protection of “sensitive data” (including data concerning minors, health and identity). However, those guarantees are subject to sweeping exceptions that are broadly worded, rendering them almost meaningless. New laws drafted during 2021 also purport to protect minors from overexposure to online gaming, videos and similar, but without making distinctions according to needs and stage of development. Further, the role of institutional mechanisms in the oversight and accountability in the implementation of these laws is weak or unclear.68

The new wave of regulatory activity over provision and access to digital technologies appear to be driven by mostly economic and security concerns (“digital sovereignty” or “national security”), with only minor, if any, consideration of international human rights obligations. There is a risk that economic and security concerns as main drivers will lead to yet greater powers for authorities which may be used to undermine human rights. Another closely linked risk is that through regulation of private digital companies, State authorities may be acting so as to practically avoid public scrutiny. This happens, for instance, when private

actors are constrained by authorities to act restricting the exercise of human rights but without the procedural safeguards that would otherwise apply to State agents.

2.6 Restrictions, derogations, and limitations on human rights and freedoms

In this section, this paper covers mainly freedom of expression and information (article 19 ICCPR), freedom of association (article 22 ICCPR), freedom of peaceful assembly (article 21 ICCPR), the right to privacy (article 17 ICCPR) and the right to political participation (article 25 ICCPR), which are rights that are most directly affected online. None of these are absolute rights. Rather, under international human rights law, States may restrict these rights in narrow and exceptional circumstances. There are certain rights - freedom from torture and ill-treatment, most aspects of the right to life, freedom from slavery, the right to legal personhood, among others - which are not subject to derogation or limitation of any kind.

Under the ICCPR, there are two ways in which human rights may be subject to restriction. One is through derogation pursuant to a declared state of emergency under article 4 ICCPR. The other is by means of limitations, the specific terms of which are stated in the ICCPR articles enunciating the particular rights. The detailed explanation and interpretation of the nature and scope of derogations and limitations are set out in the 1984 Siracusa Principles on the Limitation and Derogation Provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and in the General Comments of the Human Rights Committee. In particular, the Committee's General Comment 29 covers derogations, while the Committee's most recent General Comments addressing limitations are found in General Comment 34 (freedom of expression) and General Comment 37 (freedom of peaceful Assembly).

2.6.1 Derogations

Under article 4 of the ICCPR, any derogation to Covenant rights may only be undertaken pursuant to a declared state of emergency, notified to States Parties through the office of the UN Secretary General, in a situation which threatens the life of the nation. Any such measure must be non-discriminatory, and each derogating measure must be strictly necessary to meet a specific threat to the life of the nation. Derogations may not violate the principle of non-discrimination and must be temporary measures. Because the States authority to undertake a derogating measure are constrained by the principles of necessity and proportionality, the State will still be generally bound to respect and ensure all rights, even if not in their full scope. As the Human Rights Committee puts it: "[T]he mere fact that a permissible derogation from a specific provision may, of itself, be justified by the exigencies of the situation does not obviate the requirement that specific measures taken pursuant to the derogation must also be shown to be required by the exigencies of the situation. In practice, this will ensure that no provision of the Covenant, however validly derogated from will be entirely inapplicable to the behaviour of a State party."

2.6.2 Limitations
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Regarding ordinary limitations to rights not undertaken pursuant to states of emergency, the ICCPR sets out explicit grounds and conditions under which such limitations may be taken, which are generally similar in respect of the rights to freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of association. In each instance, limitations will only be permissible if they meet the conditions of legality, are undertaken for one of the specified legitimate purposes; are necessary and proportionate; and are non-discriminatory.

In respect of freedom of expression, ICCPR article 19.3 provides that restrictions of freedom of expression are subject to certain parameters: “shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary: (a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others; (b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals.”

Both article 21 on freedom of peaceful assembly and article 22 on freedom of association provide of possibility of restrictions on similar grounds. For both rights, restrictions must be provided in law and be “necessary in a democratic society in the interest of national security or public safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights of others”. Article 17 (1) on the right to privacy prohibits interferences with privacy that are “arbitrary or unlawful” but contains no express enumeration of the grounds that might be evoked for such interferences. However, the Human Rights Council has affirmed that requirements of necessity and proportionality must be met to meet the requirement of non-arbitrariness.74

Irrespective of the differences in constructions across these provisions in ICCPR, the jurisprudence of treaty bodies, regional human rights courts like the European Court of Human Rights applying similar provisions of the European Convention and human rights experts agree on the general applicability of standards of legitimacy, legality, necessity and proportionality to assess the validity of restrictions of rights under the Covenant.75 Thus, in its General Comment No. 31 on the nature of the general legal obligation on States parties to the Covenant, the Human Rights Committee holds that “Where such restrictions are made, States must demonstrate their necessity and only take such measures as are proportionate to the pursuance of legitimate aims in order to ensure continuous and effective protection of Covenant rights. In no case may the restrictions be applied or invoked in a manner that would impair the essence of a Covenant right.”76

The jurisprudence of the regional courts also affirms the principles of legality, necessity and proportionality in respect of analogous provisions in regional human rights treaties.77 The application of principles of necessity and proportionality also in other areas such as the right to privacy, as affirmed by the UN Human Rights Council, its Special Rapporteurs and the UN Human Rights Committee.”78

---
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The Human Rights Committee has provided greater detail on the permissible limitations in its General Comments on the content of specific rights. In respect of freedom of expression, the Committee has emphasized that the requirement that a restriction be “provided by law” means that it comply with the principle of legality which require laws imposing restrictions on the rights to free expression and opinion must be formulated with enough precision to: (i) enable individuals to ascertain and adjust their conduct; (ii) provide guidance to those charged with implementing the laws to ensure they can clearly identify which types of expression fall under restrictions and not exercise “unfettered discretion” in restricting freedom of expression; and (iii) not contravene other international human rights law or standards.

Additionally, any restriction must, in the express terms of article 19(3), meet the principles of necessity and proportionality, even where the restriction is pursued for a legitimate purpose. The UN Human Rights Committee has clarified that the test of necessity entails limitations must not be imposed where protection can be provided through less restrictive measures, while the test of proportionality ensures that limitations are proportionate to their function, not overbroad and are the “least intrusive instrument amongst others to achieve their protective function”. Restrictions must not impair the essence of the rights and be exceptional, in addition to being consistent with other rights recognized under the ICCPR, including non-discrimination and equality.

The right to an effective remedy and reparations must be available and accessible when restrictive measures are designed or applied in a manner inconsistent with the Covenant. In relation to peaceful assembly and association rights that are unduly restricted, the Human Rights Council has called on States to “ensure effective remedies for human rights violations, including those related to the Internet, in accordance with their international obligations.”

In application of the aforementioned principles to specific circumstances, some human rights authorities have drawn conclusions as to the permissibility of certain practices in the digital sphere.

a) **Shutdowns and other internet restrictions**

The Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association has emphasized “that shutdowns and the blocking of entire websites constituted an extreme and disproportionate measure that could not be justified in any circumstance.”

Similarly, the Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression, and peers from regional organizations, has stressed that “shutting down entire parts of communications systems […] can never be justified under human rights law.”

Shutting down or throttling of internet access would require a clear legal basis and network shutdowns are considered to “invariably fail to meet the standard of necessity,” and so could almost never be lawful. Demonstrations are “events of extraordinary public

---
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interest,” and thus shall not be intervened with network shutdowns without abundant explanations.86

For the Human Rights Committee “any restrictions on the operation of websites, blogs or any other Internet-based, electronic or other such information dissemination system, including systems to support such communication”, must comply with article 19, paragraph 3, of ICCPR. However, such restrictions may never be used to justify the “suppression of advocacy for democratic rights.”87

b) Surveillance and data collection

State authorities frequently invoke reasons of national security or law enforcement, including for counter-terrorism purposes, to justify intrusions in individual and family privacy in the form of surveillance, wire-tapping, interception of communications. These often involve practices of mass and non-specifically targeted data collection operations. National security or law enforcement (as an expression of public order) may be a legitimate objective when established in the law in clear and precise terms, in any event each and every surveillance and data collection measure needs to be shown to be non-discriminatory and necessary and proportionate to a specific national security or public order concerned, as outlined above. The onus is on the Government to demonstrate the interferences are necessary and proportionate to the specific risk being addressed. The OHCHR has concluded that “[m]ass” or “bulk” surveillance programmes may thus be deemed to be arbitrary, even if they serve a legitimate aim and have been adopted on the basis of an accessible legal regime.88 Nor will mandatory third party data retention – where governments require information and communication companies to store metadata about their customers’ communications and location for subsequent law enforcement and intelligence agency access – be either necessary nor proportionate. Surveillance for one legitimate purpose for which it is necessary and proportionate may not be so for other purposes.89 It follows, that these kinds of restrictive measures must be discontinued, unless they can be refined to be more narrowly targeted, so as to be aimed at specific purposes and be necessary and proportionate for those specific purposes.

When considering the consistency with the European Convention of wiretapping of communications in criminal investigations and for reasons of national security, the European Court of Human Rights has set minimum requirements for what should be set out in law, in order to ensure that any interference with private life rights meets standards of legality, necessity and proportionality. These require that the law should set out: “(i) the nature of offences which may give rise to an interception order; (ii) a definition of the categories of people liable to have their communications intercepted; (iii) a limit on the duration of interception; (iv) the procedure to be followed for examining, using and storing the data obtained; (v) the precautions to be taken when communicating the data to other parties; and (vi) the circumstances in which intercepted data may or must be erased or destroyed.”
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2.7 Expression that must be suppressed rather than protected

While all kinds of expression are protected under ICCPR article 19, and may be limited only as outlined above, there is one area in which States are not only permitted a limitation but are obligated to impose one. In particular, article 20 of the ICCPR provides for two situations where States are not only permitted to restrict the right to freedom of expression and opinion but are obligated to do so. Article 20 specifically provides that:

“1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.

2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.”

The UN Human Rights Committee has made clear that articles 19 and 20 of the ICCPR are “compatible with and complement each other” and that the acts prohibited under article 20 are restricted pursuant to article 19(3), and must be justified “in strict conformity” with article 19.91 In other words, the implementation of legal prohibitions detailed under article 20 must comply with the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality. Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) similarly prohibits expression which incites “racial hatred or discrimination” – or “hate speech”. In the Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence (‘Rabat Plan of Action’) launched in 2013, it was clearly established that in balancing the right to free expression and opinion and the prohibition of hate speech, measures taken by States must also comply strictly with article 19(3).92

2.8 Independent oversight, Remedy and Reparation

Accountability in Artificial intelligence-based digital systems requires the author or decision maker to be identified or identifiable, the provisions of reasons or motivations for decisions, and that there is appropriate human oversight and review to correct errors and monitor and oversee the use of AI at the system level.93 Oversight functions should be entrusted to an independent body, with expert composition, appropriate resources and powers, and to the judiciary when potential infringements of human rights are at stake. Independent oversight is essential, for instance, for addressing the “growing complexity and opacity of the global data environment” and its vast asymmetries. It should include a robust complaint mechanism to empower civil society to enforce the enforcement of privacy safeguards and other rights.94 In addition, human supervision and decision making should be mandatory when negative impacts on human rights are likely to occur. This measure is predicated on the assumption of a risk-based approach to AI technologies.

Under international law, States have an obligation to provide for access to an effective remedy and reparations under general international law and the major international human rights treaties. Remedies must be effective, accessible, prompt and include full reparation. Full and effective reparation includes compensation, rehabilitation,
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restitution, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. The right to an effective remedy and reparation is a general principal of law, and one accepted by all States, including through the consensus adoption of UN Principles and Guidelines on the Right to an Effective Remedy and Reparation.

In respect of the ICCPR rights that are addressed in this paper, the right to a remedy is guaranteed in Article 2 (3) of ICCPR and in all of the other principal human rights treaties. The UN Human Rights Committee has made clear that under article 2(3) remedies must be prompt, accessible, effective and be provided by an independent competent body who decisions need to be enforceable and lead to the outcome of reparations.

When considering the lawfulness of secret surveillance under the European Convention, the European Court of Human Rights has affirmed the importance of judicial review. It has held that, while “the very nature and logic of secret surveillance dictate that not only the surveillance itself but also the accompanying review should be effected without the individual’s knowledge, [in] a field where abuse in individual cases is potentially so easy and could have such harmful consequences for democratic society as a whole, ... it is in principle desirable to entrust supervisory control to a judge, judicial control offering the best guarantees of independence, impartiality and a proper procedure.” Once surveillance is terminated, notification to the individual is of the essence to ensure effective access to justice against any potential violation.

Similarly, in relation to the position of intermediaries of services that face orders by authorities to block access or take down content, the European Court of Human Rights has held that a system of prior restraint is only acceptable where it is governed by a legal framework that ensures “both tight control over the scope of bans and effective judicial review to prevent any abuse of power.” The Court has further stressed that “the judicial review of such a measure, based on a weighing-up of the competing interests at stake ...is inconceivable without a framework establishing precise and specific rules regarding the application of preventive restrictions on freedom of expression.”

2.9 International human rights framework and private commercial actors

Private commercial actors, in particular business enterprises, have an important and visible role in design, development and deployment of digital technologies. META/Facebook, Amazon, Google, Samsung, Apple, among many others, are leaders in the research and development of cutting-edge digital technologies many times far beyond their usual fields of activity in areas of online commerce, social platforms and computer services. Together with Chinese companies, some of which are State owned enterprises or state sponsored, these companies concentrate among themselves the bulk of the current drive to technological development in the world. Their power and reach have often tempted State authorities to use the enormous bank of data these companies collect and possess, many times to unlawfully interfere with or suppress the exercise of human rights.

International human rights standards are also applicable to these actors, should guide their action and serve as the basis for their policies, as recognized by the Human Rights
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Council in 2019 and in numerous other occasions. The Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression has also indicated that “human rights law gives companies the tools to articulate and develop policies and processes that respect democratic norms and counter authoritarian demands.”

As highlighted above, it is the primary duty of States to protect against human rights impairment and abuses by business enterprises. The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, endorsed by the Human Rights Council in 2011, have affirmed the obligation of States to protect against such misconduct of business enterprises. They also proclaim that all business enterprises have a responsibility to respect international human rights standards.

Although the responsibility of companies to respect human rights have not been incorporated into an internationally binding instrument, to fulfil their duty to protect human right, States can and should continue imposing human rights or human rights-related legal obligations on companies as over any other actors subject to their jurisdiction. Currently, many States contemplate in their constitutions, statutes or other law, a duty for legal persons (including companies) to respect human rights.

Various Human Rights Council mandate-holders have highlighted the value of the UNGP’s guidance for the operations of private digital companies. In its 2018 report, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression summarized several elements of the UNGPs framework, beyond the recognition of businesses’ responsibility to respect human rights:

a) “Avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts and seek to prevent or mitigate such impacts directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business relationships, even if they have not contributed to those impacts (principle 13);

b) Make high-level policy commitments to respect the human rights of their users (principle 16);

c) Conduct due diligence that identifies, addresses and accounts for actual and potential human rights impacts of their activities, including through regular risk and impact assessments, meaningful consultation with potentially affected groups and other stakeholders, and appropriate follow-up action that mitigates or prevents these impacts (principles 17−19);

d) Engage in prevention and mitigation strategies that respect principles of internationally recognized human rights to the greatest extent possible when faced with conflicting local law requirements (principle 23);

---
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e) Conduct ongoing review of their efforts to respect rights, including through regular consultation with stakeholders, and frequent, accessible and effective communication with affected groups and the public (principles 20–21);

f) Provide appropriate remediation, including through operational-level grievance mechanisms that users may access without aggravating their “sense of disempowerment” (principles 22, 29 and 31).

This international framework should be applied to State requests or orders directed to private companies to shutdown communications and networks, which are implemented by private ICTs providers. According to OHCHR, “[t]hese providers could play a role in challenging Internet shutdown requests from governments and keep their customers informed of developments.”104 However, in practice ICT companies rarely oppose orders of internet disruptions by States.

More generally, greater transparency in their operations and links with States is necessary, especially in relation to the design, development and use (including transfer) of artificial intelligence-based products and services, online content regulation, surveillance, among others. In relation to artificial intelligence, OHCHR has recommended ex ante and ex post impact assessments.105

Conclusions

Artificial intelligence- based digital technology has emerged as a critical space for the expanded exercise of human rights thanks to the new accessible and powerful tools embedded in digital platforms. It is also the source of actual and potential violations and abuses of human rights in the hands of State authorities and private companies, particularly where human rights law is not enforced and where adequate protection safeguards are not in place.

International human rights law provides the applicable normative framework to guide the development and application of new technologies and also to provide protective safeguards for these rights, as well as accountability and access to effective remedies and reparations in the case of abuse and violations. But because of the novelty and the rapidly evolving nature of digital technological developments, international human rights law should be complemented with guidance to meet specific challenges such as the human rights risks posed by new uses of artificial intelligence, including automated decision making and machine learning processes, and more specific safeguards and mechanisms of protection.

The UN and regional human rights authorities have considered and clarified in a more refined way the scope of States’ human rights obligations in this area. But their approach has been limited by the specificity of their mandates that prevents a holistic approach.

The international human rights framework has also evolved to more clearly encompass now extraterritorial human rights obligations around State regulation, where important challenges still remain in terms of monitoring and enforcement and the discharge of the obligation to provide for access to effective remedies and reparation and accountability. Similarly, in spite of the widespread acceptance of the UNGPS, the enforcement of human
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rights responsibilities of business enterprises, key actors in the cybersphere, remains very weak.

States and business enterprises have made important progress to understand and comply with their respective human rights obligations and responsibilities as applicable to the cyberspace, but much more is needed. Beyond understanding the applicable human rights framework, States and businesses should double-down their efforts to comply with them and put in place adequate legal and institutional frameworks with the necessary reach across jurisdictions when necessary.

Among the institutions and mechanisms that need to be paid special attention and strengthening are those related to independent oversight of States and private actors’ conduct in the process of designing, deploying, and using artificial intelligence in relevant processes and outcomes, as well as independent judicial bodies to deal with violations and abuses of human rights when they occur.
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